for literature, but that is the extent of their importance.'
There are other studies which give the religious tales a more sympathetic treatment; however, they seldom deal specifically with the saints' legend genre, of which these tales are &• part, in a manner that assists the modern reader to compre hend the spirit in which the tales were written to be read. There are some notable exceptions to this neglect in Chaucerian scholarship concerning the saints' lives tradition. ter types is necessary to emphasize the allegorical nature of the legend and to render emphatically the opposite motivating forces which operate within the tale. Thus, the saint is idealized as the epitome of beauty and goodness, whereas, her antagonist is thoroughly evil and void of redeeming qualities.
The conflict "between good and evil is used to illustrate, typologically, a God-ordered, Christian universe where those on the side of the Lord always triumph. It is in this manner that the saints' lives are the concrete realization of the spirit of the Gospel. Just as the church requires proof that a person was virtuous to a heroic degree to be admitted to the calendar of the saints, so the structure of the legend is designed to illuminate the characteristics of the martyr heroically.
It is love and determination to be faithful that enable the saints to confront torment and death so boldly.
The conventions of the saints' legend are all directed to the purpose of revealing that nobiiity of soul, selflessness, and Cyprian is tested to the ultimate when they refuse to offer sacrifice to pagan gods; the ruler subjects them to grotesque punishment which they endure with heavenly assistance. Fi nally, they are beheaded and win the crown of martyrdom.
Throughout the series of events leading to Justina*s death, the plot operates on the principle that the increase of tor ments means a corresponding increase of glory in the si^t of self-discipline, renunciation of one's ovm will, they make virtue attractive and ever invite Christians to seek, i t .
Their life is indeed the concrete manifestation of the spirit of the Gospel^and in that i t makes this sublime ideal a reality for us, legend, like all poetry, can claim a higher "3'T degree of truth than history.""^'
The Golden Legend was written for the edification of It is to seye in Englissh "hevenes lilie,"
For pure chaastnesse of virginitee;
Or^for she whltnesse hadde of honestee. And grene of conscience, and of good fame
The soote savour, "lilie" was hir name, (87-91)
The second nun continues to say that the name alternatively means a path for the blind or a kind of compound of "hevene"
and "lia," meaning her holy contemplation and her ceaseless activity, respectively. Or, finally, the name may come from "hevene" and "leos," for Cecilia is, figuratively, a heaven to people.
Chaucer retains the episodic narrative structure of the original legend in the Second Nun's Tale. The tale begins with a brief description of Cecilia's noble Roman heritage, her early adherence to Christian precepts, and her concern with preserving her virginityo The plot is presented in a seemingly prescribed pattern giving small but significant portions of the saint's life. Cecilia's spiritual devotion is stressed by including the information that she habitually fasted every second and third day, and even on her wedding day, she wore a hair shirt under her gown of gold and gave her thoughts to God alone. Like all of the saints, Cecilia practices humility, mortification, and self-denial.
In the bridal chamber scene that follows, the action relies on dramatic dialogue between Cecilia and her husband. "Of whennes comth thyn answeryng so rude?" "Of whennes?" quod she, whan that she was "why spekestow so proudly thanne to me?" "l speke noght out stedfastly^" quod she;
"Nat proudly^for I seye^as for my syde.
We haten deedly thilke vice of pryde/'
(473-476) There is a digression from the main story in which the narrator addresses "ye maistresses^" or women in charge of the conduct of young maidens^to set a good example as they are. responsible for the moral development of the younger gen eration. They are never to cease instructing them in virtuef or Our Lord*s sake^because:
Of alle tresons sovereyn pestilence Is whan a wight bitrayseth innocence. The second passage which Chaucer adds to his source con tains the dramatic dialogue between Virginius and his daugh ter, As in the previous addition mentioned, the passage here is intended by Chaucer to focus attention primarily on. For love5 and nat for hate, thou most be deedM y pitous hand moot smyten of thyn heedo Virginia is given the alternative of death or shame.
Virginia's saintliness is tested in this confrontation and she must make a moral choice. Virginia first begs for mercy and then requests a "litel space" in which to "compleyne" her death.
For, pardee, Jepte yaf his doghter grace Nevill Coghill, The Poet Chaucerj 2nd ed, (New York:
Oxford Univ. Press^19^7)9 P-100.
Gordon Hall Gerould describes the popularity of the saints' legends and how they permeated the religious, social, and political fabric of the Middle Ages in Saints' Legends '^^Paull, p. 192. 
